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As a founding director at TechNET it has been an immense pleasure shaping 
and developing our group of agencies over the years and making our mark 
as a global talent partner.
My passion is building and developing relationships with new and existing 
clients. It’s an amazing place to be, selling the concept of our agency and 
then that translating in to our clients successful growth and development. 
Passion, integrity and respect underpin my role and is this is reflected 
through the entire agency.

> Master vendor agreements
> MSP
> Sole Supplier agreements

> High level discussions – Contract & Permanent
> IR35 / AWR Impact
> Campaign recruitment
> Talent & Brand solutions

MY EXPERTISE:

> New client engagement

RECOMMENDATIONS:

“The recruitment industry is 
bursting at the seams with 
countless recruiters who 
overpromise and under deliver. 
They claim that they “take time to 
listen”, “deliver outstanding 
quality” and “deliver results on a 
tight deadline”. Almost 100% of 
the time, they fail on all three 
claims. They’re unquantifiable 
areas and so they continue to 
make claims and when they fail 
they bring down the reputation of 
the industry. But the proof of their 
claims is in the delivery. TechNET 
IT is the only company I have ever 
used for recruitment that I can 
trust and that delivers every time. 
If I were to select an exclusive 
recruitment company, it would 
definitely be them and Curtis 
himself has been a fast, efficient, 
friendly and professional face of 
the company to me. Absolutely 
top marks!”

Tom Holliday
Talent Manager, EMC

“Curtis has always delivered 
recruitment results for me both 
personally and by using his 
team, no matter how last minute 
or abstract the requests were, in 
both the contract and 
permanent markets. A shining 
example of how recruiters 
should operate.”

Mark Jewiss
Head of Monitoring Engineering, 
UBS

“I have worked with Curtis and his 
team for close to ten years, he has 
never failed to deliver with true 
professionalism. He is a “people 
person” with a real talent for 
spotting that special something in 
people he recommends. He knows 
his reputation goes with any 
candidate he puts forward and I 
have never been disappointed. 
Curtis has an ability to grasp 
requirements and fulfil a promise. 
I have no hesitation in 
recommending Curtis and his 
organisation as an exceptional 
solution provider. If you need high 
quality professional expert 
resources, then use one to find 
them.”

Paul C Dwyer
Chief Executive Officer,  
Cyber Risk International
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